Model ADM606M
Portable Multifunction Ratemeter/Scaler

Description

Model ADM606M ten decade radiation monitor is both a ratemeter and a scaler. The ADM606M supports the CANBERRA family of “SMART” detectors for monitoring all types of radiation including alpha, beta, gamma, x-ray, and neutron.

CANBERRA’s Model ADM606M is microprocessor-based with an auto-ranging digital/analog display that provides both high accuracy and trending of results. This multi-detector capability allows it to be configured as an area, process or effluent monitoring system. Using “SMART” detectors allows the ADM606M to automatically interrogate the probe and determine probe type and the relative operation and calibration constants. The readout display units are automatically adjusted to correspond to the probe type. The ADM606M is capable of utilizing simultaneous inputs from up to three separate “SMART” detectors.

Displays

The ADM606M has a bright, sharp vacuum fluorescent display which permits easy viewing of the radiation reading, both from a distance and at an acute angle. The use of a floating decimal point and auto-ranging units of measurement reduce the possibility of operator error when determining the amount of radiation. The type of radiation being measured is a function of the detector type (e.g., beta, gamma, neutron, etc.) and is displayed in conjunction with the radiation measurement. The display features a “scrolling” two detector display of any two user-selectable detector inputs at one time and will default to probe one during normal use. When used to display two channels, the information is digitally displayed. When a single channel is displayed, both a digital and analog bargraph are used. This allows all pertinent measurement information to be displayed as desired. Both visual and audible alarms occur when radiation levels exceed user-selectable set-points. Other user-selectable modes provide display and control functions such as accumulated dose, dose rate and scaler function. Units may be displayed in either R/hr, Ci/cc or si units (e.g., Sv/hr, Bq/l).
Controls
The ADM606M has two basic controls; a key-lock switch and a keypad. The key-lock switch provides the primary OFF/KEYPAD/ON control of the ratemeter, and incorporates a “lock out” position to eliminate tampering by unauthorized personnel. When the key-lock switch is in the KEYPAD position, the key cannot be removed and operational parameters may be modified. When the key is in the ON position, the key may be removed and the operational parameters can only be interrogated but not modified.

Input/Output Interface
The input/output interface offers the user various methods to interface the ADM606M with ancillary or peripheral equipment. These various methods include relay contacts, analog outputs, and serial communications.

Each High, Alert, and Fail alarm has a separate SPDT relay for interfacing to external devices. The ADM606M may be configured to operate in either of two alarm modes; alarm relay normally energized (fail-safe mode) and alarm relay not energized on alarm (non-fail safe mode). The ADM606M has three standard analog outputs which may be configured in any combination of 0-10 V dc and 4-20 mA dc. The analog outputs may be scaled either lin-log (linear between log decades) or log-log (log between log decades). The serial communications port may be used to change the algorithm from a log-lin analog output to a log-log analog output. Two serial ports are available for remote communications.

These serial ports allow the ADM606M to be linked to a host computer and other ancillary and peripheral instrumentation over a bi-directional local area network. Standard communications protocol available at the serial ports is RS-485 and RS-232C. The RS-485 protocol is used for networking and moderate distance communications.

The RS-232C protocol is used for limited distance communications with a recorder or a printer. It may also be used with a portable computer to do system debug diagnostics or to change stored operational data.

Historical Data
Historical data is stored within the memory of the ADM606M. Historical data consists of stored data points for radiation, alarms, and loss of power. Stored data includes 30 data points each of one minute, ten minute, one hour, and one-day readings. Historical data is stored in a non-volatile 16 k-Byte memory, and is backed up by a lithium battery. Each historical data point contains the measurement data and time, the data collection period, and the accumulated dose and counts. Historical data stored within the ADM606M may be downloaded to a computer for report generation or analysis.

Software Interface
RADACS™ software is a comprehensive Radiological Assessment Display and Control Software program used for connecting multiple serial communication devices to a single computer. RADACS creates a complete monitoring network with custom graphical displays depicting facility layouts and complete “Real-Time” tracking and trending functions.
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Specifications

POWER
■ 110/220 V ac single Phase, 50/60 Hz, 16 W internal rechargeable 24 V battery back-up of 2 hrs with GM detectors.

PHYSICAL
■ TEMPERATURE – -10 °C to +60 °C (14 °F to 140 °F).
■ STORAGE – -20 °C to +60 °C (-4 °F to 140 °F).
■ HUMIDITY – 95% RH (non-condensing).
■ DIMENSIONS – 18.4 x 26.7 x 21.6 cm (7.3 x 10.5 x 8.5 in.) (H x W x D).
■ WEIGHT – 3.4 kg (7.5 lb).
■ MOUNTING – Wall, panel, and tabletop.

DISPLAY AND AUDIO
■ Vacuum fluorescent display.
■ 2 x 20 character alpha-numeric display with six-decade bargraph.
■ Audio-sounder 90 dBA at 1 ft for high alarm only.
■ Status lamps for High Alarm, Alert Alarm, Normal, and Failure Alarm.

OPTIONAL “SMART” PROBES
The ADM606M supports CANBERRA “SMART” detectors and hand held probes for alpha, beta, gamma, neutrons, and x-ray except CSP™ and Radiagem™ probes.

COMMUNICATION PORTS
■ RS-232 (1) Front panel.
■ RS-485 (1) Rear panel, 9-pin, isolated.

CONTROLS
■ KEYPAD – Six-button keypad switch to change operating mode or display, enter information, reset and test alarm functions.
■ KEY SWITCH – Three position key switch: off, key pad (access to all functions), on (operation without access to selected functions).

MEMORY BACK UP
■ Lithium battery for historical data retention.
■ EEPROM – For storage of system parameters.

I/O SIGNAL S
DIGITAL
■ Input (5) CMOS, 0-5 V levels, non-isolated.
■ Output (6) CMOS, 0-5 V levels, non-isolated.

ANALOG
■ Current output (3) 4-20 mA non-isolated.
■ OR Voltage output (3) 0-10 V non-isolated.
■ Voltage input (4) 0-10 V non-isolated.

RELAYS (5)
■ One form contact rated at 0.5 A at 115 V ac resistive or 1 A at 24 V dc.